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1. Introduction 
In this paper, which is the second of a series devoted to the foundations 
of category theory, we formalize the systems T and T*, informally outlined 
in the previous one ( cf. CosTA [1 ]) ; knowledge of this work is presupposed. 
We employ here, with evident adaptations, the notations, the termino-
logy, etc., of KLEENE [2], specially with reference to the underlying 
logic. In the metalanguage, as abbreviations, we introduce the following 
symbols: =- (implies) and ~ (equivalent). 
As in our formalizations we use a non-constructive rule of inference, 
some authors would say that our systems are quasi-formalized (this is, 
for example, the case of WANG [3]). However, if it is desirable,itispossible 
to eliminate such a rule; but doing this, T and T* lose a great deal of 
their naturalness. 
2. The formalized version of T 
A, B, 0, ... and iX, {3, y, ... are employed as metalinguistic (intuitive) 
variables; m, n and p denote numerals. 
2.1. The (primitive) formal symbols of T are: 
I. Logical symbols: V (or), -, (not), V (for all). 
II. Predicate symbols: = (equals), E (belongs). 
III. Variables of first sort: x, x', x", ... , y, y', y", ... , z, z', z", ... ; variables 
of second sort: t, t', t", ... , u, u', u", ... , v, v', v", .... 
IV. Parentheses: (,). 
V. Individual symbols: V1, V2, Va, .... 
VI. Classifiers: {: }2, {: }a, {: }4, •••• 
An indeterminate individual symbol will be denoted by Vn, n;;d, and 
an indeterminate classifier by {: }n, n > 2; V m, V p, {: }m, and {: }p are 
similarly defined. 
The symbols :) (implies), & (and), (equivalent) and [f[ (there exists) 
are used as it is customary. 
2.2. Terms and formulas are defined as follows: 
I. If iX and f3 are terms, iX = f3 and iX E f3 are formulas. 
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II. If A and B are formulas, then (A) V (B) and -, (A) are formulas. 
III. If IX is a variable and A is a formula, V 1X(A) is a formula. 
IV. The variables of first sort (second sort) are terms of first sort (second 
sort). 
V. If IX is a variable and F is a formula, {IX: F}n, n=2, 3, ... , are terms 
of first sort. 
VI. The individual symbols are terms of second sort. 
VII. The only terms and formulas are the given by I-VI. 
We introduce the concepts of free accurrence of a variable in a formula A, 
of subformula of a formula, etc., in the customary manner. We omit 
parentheses and simplify the expressions as in KLEENE [2]. 
2.3. Logical postulates for T: 
I. Postulates for the propositional calculus. 
A, B and 0 are formulas: 
Is. 
AVA:JA 
AVB:JBVA 
A A:JB 
B 
II. Postulates for the predicate calculus. 
A:JAVB 
(A :J B) :J (0 VA :J 0 VB) 
IX is a variable, A(IX) is a formula and 0 is a formula which does not 
contain IX free : 
A(IX) is a formula, fJ is a term free for IX in A(IX) and if IX is of second 
sort, {J must be of second sort: 
IX is a variable of second sort and A(1X) is a formula: 
A(V1), A(V2), A(Va), ... 
V 1XA(1X) 
III. Postulates for equality. 
IIIl. Vx(x=x) 
A(IX) is a formula, IX is a variable and fJ andy are distinct variables free 
for IX in A(IX): 
{J=y :J (A({J) = A(y)) 
The definitions of (formal) proof, of (formal) deduction, etc., are as in 
KLEENE [2]. 
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If A(,~:) is a formula and()(. is a variable, the meaning of A(Vn),n;;;.l, 
(or simply A(Vn)), is clear. Then, for example, 
r A(Vn) 
means that we have 
THEOREM I. A(()(.) is a formula, fJ is a term free for the variable ()(. 
in A ( ()(.) and if ()(. is of second sort, fJ is of second sort; then: 
r A({J) :J [i[()(,A((X). 
THEOREM 2. If()(. is a variable, A(()(.) is a formula and 0 is a formula 
which does not contain ()(. free, then: 
THEOREM 3. With clear restrictions (the usual ones and that originated 
by the two sorts of variables), the theorem 2, p. 98, of KLEENE [2] is true. 
THEOREM 4. rA(Vn)=* r V(XA((X), where A(()(.) is a formula and()(. 
is a variable of second sort. 
Proof. Consequence of II3 and the conventions made. 
THEOREM 5. A(()(.) is a formula, ()(. is a variable of second sort and 0 
is a formula which does not contain ()(. free; then, we have: 
r 0 :J A(V n) "* r 0 :J V ()(.A(()(.). 
Proof. rO:JA(Vn)=* (rO:JA(VI),rO:JA(V2), ... )=* 
rY(X(O:JA((X))=* rO:J V(XA((X). 
THEOREM 6. Under the conditions of the preceding theorem, 
r A( V n) :J 0 =* r [i[()(,A((X) :J 0. 
Proof. rA(Vn):JO"* (rA(VI):JO,rA(V2):JO, ... )=* 
r- v ()(.<A<()(.):) o) "* r- [i[()(,A<(X):) a. 
THEOREM 7. If()(. is a variable of second sort, A(()(.) is a formula and 
0 is a formula which does not contain ()(. free, then (in the subsidiary 
deduction, the free variables of A(Vn) are held constant): 
r, A(V n) r 0 "* F, [i[()(,A((X) r 0. 
Proof. F,A(Vn) r 0"* (F,A(V1) rO; F, A(V2) rO; F,A(Va)rO; ... ) 
"* (FrA(VI):JO; FrA(V2):JO; FrA(Va):JO; ... )=* FrA(Vn):JO 
"* Fr[i[(XA((X):JO"* F,[i[(XA((X)rO. 
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THEOREM 8. If ex is a variable of second sort and A(cx) is a formula, 
f- A(V n) -<=> f- V cxA(cx). 
THEOREM 9. Under the conditions of the preceding theorem, [there 
exists a numeral n such that f- A(Vn)] ==;.. f- tllcxA(cx). 
(As a corollary of the above theorems, it is easily seen that the handling 
of V1, V2, Va, ... in T is very natural.) 
2.4. Specific postulates of T. 
The remaining (specific) postulates of T are formalized in the sequel. 
To examplify, some theorems are proved and some definitions are formu-
lated, but the complete development of the subject will be left to forth-
coming papers. 
Definition I. If ex and f3 are terms andy is a variable of first sort 
distinct of ex and (3, 
ex C {J - V y(y E ex :) y E {J). 
Definition II. If ex and f3 are terms, 
ex ¢= f3 - ------, (ex E (3). 
Postulate of extent: (P1) 
Structural postulates: (P2) 
Vz(z EX= z Ey) :)x=y. 
X E Vn:) XC Vn. 
(P3) XC Vn:) X E Vn+l· 
THEOREM 10. f- Vz(z EX- Z E y)- x=y. 
THEOREM 11. f- X C X; f- X C y & y C X :) X= y; f- X C y & y C Z :) X C Z. 
THEOREM 12. f-xCy&yCX-X=y. 
THEOREM 13. f- Vn E Vn+l & Vn C Vn+l· 
THEOREM 14. If p>n, then: f- Vn E Vp & Vn C Vp. 
THEOREM 15. f- Vt Vu(u E tV u=t V t E u). 
Proof. Let us consider V m and Vn. We have: 
m>n=? f- Vn E Vm=* f- Vn E Vm v Vn= Vm v Vm E Vn; 
m=n=? f- Vn= Vm=* f- Vn E Vm v Vn= Vm v Vm E Vn; 
m<n=? f- Vm E Vn=* f- Vn E Vm v Vn= Vm v Vm E Vn. 
By a metamathematical proof by cases, 
f- V n E V m V V n = V m V V m E V n· 
By theorem 4, 
f- Vu(u E V m V U= V m V V mE u), 
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and 
f- Vt Vu(u EtVu=tVt Eu). 
Postulate of classification: 
(P4) f3 E {a: F(a)}n - f3 E V n-1 & F(/3), 
in case a and f3 are variables of the same sort, f3 is free for a in the formula 
F(a) and does not appear free in F(a). 
If a and f3 are terms andy is a variable of first sort, distinct of a and {3, 
then: 
Definition III. afn= {y: y E a}n. 
Definition IV. iX Un f3 = {y : Y E iX V y E f3}n· 
Definition v. iX nn f3 = {y : y E iX & y E f3}n. 
Definition VI. "-'n iX = {y : Y f/= iX }n· 
Definition VII. On= {x:--, (x=x)}n. 
Definition VIII. 2~= {y: y C a}n· 
THEOREM 16. f- (x nn y) nm Z=X nn (y nm z). 
Proof. x' E (x nn y) nm z = x' E v m-1 & x' E X nn y & x' E z -
- x' E V m-1 & x' E V n-1 & x' Ex & x' E y & x' E z x' E V n-1 & x' Ex & 
& (x' E V m-1 & X1 E y & x' E z) - x' E V n-1 & x' EX & x' E y nm Z = x' E 
X nn (y nm z). 
THEOREM 17. f- (x Un y) Um z- xjmin (m, n) Um (yjmin (m, n) Umz. 
Proof. x' E (x Un y) Um z - x' E V m-1 & (x' Ex Un y V x' E z) -
- x' E EVm-1 & [(x' E Vn-1 & (x' ExVx' Ey))Vx' Ez]- [x' E Vm-1 & 
& x' E Vn-1 & (x' EXV x' Ey)]V (x' E V m-1 & x' Ez) = (x' E Vmin(m-1,n-1) & 
& x' E x) V (x' E V min(m-1,n-1) & x' E y) V (x' E V m-1 & x' E z) - (x' E 
Vmin(m-1,n-1) & x' Ex) V [x' E Vm-1 & (x' E yjmin (m, n) V x' E z)]-
(x' E V min(m-1,n-1) & x' E x) V x' E yjmin (m, n) Um z - x' E V m-1 & 
& (x' E xfmin (m, n) V x' E yjmin (m, n) Um z - x' E xjmin (m, n) Um 
yjmin (m, n) Um z). 
THEOREM 18. For any m, n, f- Om= On. 
Proof. Om= {x:--, (x=x)}m and On= {x:--, (x=x)}n· Consequently, 
f- y EOm- y E Vm-1 & --, (y=y) and f- y EOn= y E Vn-1 & --, (y=y). 
But, as f- y=y, f- y E Om y EOn, and f- Om=On. 
4 Series A 
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Definition IX. For each m, O=Om. 
Postulate of subclasses: 
(P5) x E Vn -:J {f[ y(y E Vn & Vz(z C x -:J z E y)). 
Postulate of union: 
(P6) X E Vn-1 & Y E Vn-1 J X Un Y E Vn-1· 
Postulate of substitution: 
(P7) x is a n-function & domainn x E V n-1 -:J rangen x E V n-1. 
Postulate of amalgamation: 
(P8) X E Vn-1 J Un X E Vn-1· 
Postulate of regularity: 
(P9) -, (x=o) & X E Vn-1 -:J {f[y(y EX & X nn y=o). 
Postulate of characterization: 
(PlO) V x{f[t(x E t). 
Postulate of infinity: 
(Pll) {f[y(y E v1 & 0 E y & Vx(x E y -:J X U2 {x}2 E y)). 
Postulate of choice: 
(Pl2) {f[ x(x is a n-choice function & domainnx = V n-1 r-..~n {o }n)· 
Theorems 4-9 "extend" the usual methods of inference of the (two-
sorted) predicate calculus to encompass metamathematical variables 
such as V m and V n· This fact is a consequence of rule IIa and shows that 
the handling with the universes V1, V2, Va, ... is simple and natural. 
The basic idea of the formalization is, in a few words, to combine that 
fact with a conveniently strengthened two-sorted logic (the variables of 
first sort denote classes and the variables of second sort refer to classes 
of a special nature, that is, to the universes V1, V2, Va, ... ). 
3. The formalized version of T* 
The formalization of T* offers no difficulties; we proceed as for T, 
modifying particularly the formation rules of the object language. 
4. Remark 
The individual symbols of T(T*) form a hierarchy of w elements. 
However, it is possible to employ hierarchies of a greater ordinal number 
(for instance, any ordinal of the second number-class). 
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5. Universes in T 
Definition X. If 1X is a term, 1X is said to be of type n, n= 1, 2, 3, ... , 
if 1X E V n; 1X is of type strictly n if 1X E V n and, for each m < n, 1X f/= V m· 
Employing the notations suggested in CosTA [1 ], we define the concept 
of universe (of Sonner-Grothendieck) as follows: 
Definition XI. If 1X is a term of type strictly n, 1X is a universe 
if and only if: 
(Ul) Vx(x E 1X :J x C 1X) 
(U2) V x(x E 1X :J 2;+1 E 1X) 
(U3) VxVy(x E 1X & y E 1X :J {x Y}n+l E 1X) 
(U4) VxVy(XE1X&yE~X:JXXn+IYE1X) 
(U5) V x(x is an+ 1-function & domainn+l x E 1X :J Un+I 
codomainn+IX E 1X). 
THEOREM 19. f- Vn is a universe. 
Corollary. f- Vt(t is a universe). 
THEOREM 20. f- Vx[i[y(x E y & y is a universe). 
6. Universes in T* 
Evidently, the treatment of the concept of universe in T* is an easier 
question than in T, because there are no complications related to sub-
scripts. 
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